
The Impact of the Vikings
( 精読用 )

　The   Vikings   were   a   group   of   people from   Scandinavia   ー   the

area   where   Denmark,   Norway,   and   Sweden   are   now   located.   They

lived   around   the   9th   to   11th   centuries.   The   traditional   image   of

the   Vikings   is   that   they   were   warriors   who   attacked   communities,

killed   people,   and   stole   their   wealth.   Although   some   did   such

things,   modern   research   has   shown   that   they   were   much   more

than   just   violent   robbers.   They   had   a   rich   culture   of   their   own

which   had   a   wide   influence   in   Europe.

　Not   all   Vikings   were   warriors.   Many   were   actually   farmers   and

traders.   They   were   unusually   good   at   building   boats,   some   of

which   still   exist   today,   and   they   could   sail   long   distances   at   great

speed.   The   Vikings   became   successful   explorers,   traveling   to   North

America   and   establishing   villages   there.   They   were   also   able   to

create   new   trade   routes,   not   only   throughout   Europe   and   the

Middle   East,   but   also   as   far   as   India   and   China.   The   Vikings

were   the  first   Europeans   to   travel   to   many   of   these   places.



　The   Vikings   settled   down   in   many   of   the   places   they   traded

with.   Large   Viking   communities   were   established   in   Ireland,   Britain,

and   France.   Archaeological   studies   of   the   towns   and   villages

where   they   lived   have   shown   their   advanced   skills   in   many

aspects   of   civilization.   They   were   skilled   architects,   for   example,

and   built   many   large   houses.   They   were   also   experts   at   making

cloth   and   weapons.   Contrary   to   their   violent   image,   they   actually

shared   their   knowledge   with   the   people   already   living   in   those

areas.

　The   Vikings   also   had   a   complicated   religion   and   mythology.   We

know   a   lot   about   this   from   literature   telling   of   their   history   and

the   adventures   of   their   heroes.   Their   religion   consisted   of   many

different   gods   to   whom   they   sacrificed   animals.   Although   the

Vikings   eventually   became   Christians,   some   parts   of   their   religion

can   still   be   found   in   modern   cultures.   For   example,   the   names

for   the   days   of   the   week   Thursday   and   Friday   in   English   and

Swedish   come   from   the   names   of   Viking   gods.   Also,   many

scholars   believe   that   Christmas   trees   were   originally   trees   used   in

Viking   rituals.   According   to   many   modern   scholars,   we   should

change   our   image   of   the   Vikings   to   a   more   positive   one.


